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Observations and research question

• Since the 90’s, not only the increase in computing power 
but also the change of programming habits (due to the 
large availability of OOP, through C++, Java, UML method) 
has led to a specific computational turn.

• Specifically in social sciences where phenomena are 
complex, multifactorial and intertwined

• The problem: it has led to a complexification of models

– New critics against underdetermination and against spurious 
overfitting can arise

• The question here: how researchers are trying to answer 
these critics ? Through which methodology?
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Outline

• PART I: OOP and chains of reference in ABMs
– To better describe and understand this 

complexification

• PART II: Consequences on the epistemic virtue of 
parsimony
– To better describe and understand one of the 

methodological strategy against the objections 
regarding model complexification
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PART I: OOP AND CHAINS OF 
REFERENCE IN ABM
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• Distinct from procedural programming (maths oriented
programming, FORTRAN…), dating back to Simula 67…

• Based on objects (i.e. a structure of data representing 
fictive or real objects or ideas, or groups, or social facts…) 
which interacts with other objects.

• Each object have attributes (properties) and methods 
(some possible kinds of interactions with others).

• Objects belong to classes from which they inherit some of 
their attributes and methods.

• Emphasis put on reification and local interaction instead of 
global variables, processes and dynamics

What is OOP?
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OOP in computational social sciences in short

MAS (Multi-Agent Systems) compared toCellular Automata
Source: Varenne, NPSS, 2010, http://www.erudit.org/revue/npss/2010/v5/n2/

- In this type of computational model, the iconicity of psychological 
or even physical aspects of agents is  much improved compared to 
what is possible in a CA :
- As Rosaria Conte (head of the Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation 

in Rome) has it (2000, p. 23), CAs are homogeneous entities interacting 
through very simple and very unrealistic rules.

- Agents, on the contrary, can be very heterogeneous: very different from 
each other

- And they can evolve at runtime, during the simulation itself.

- Moreover, without any ability to represent their environment nor to 
deliberate, CAs are not at all proactive.

- It is the use of OOP that permitted the spread of MAS, of ABM
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Agent-Based Models in geography
(geosimulation)

“A multi-agent based model of the housing development that incorporates all of the resource 
models and the behavioural typology and interactions of the occupant agents”. Source : 

Complex Science for a Complex World, ANU, 2006, K.A Daniel, et al, p. 125 
http://epress.anu.edu.au/cs/mobile_devices/index.html
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The spread of Agent-Based-Models in 
geosimulation

• Compared to Equation-Based models, Agent-Based-Models
are more and more chosen in geosimulation because they are:

– 1) more expressive,

– 2) more flexible and

– 3) more integrative, i.e.:
• They foster the integration (co-calculation) of a diversity of mechanisms

• These mechanisms can be heterogeneously triggered in space and time

Sources: (Bura, et al. 1996) ; (Pumain, 1997 ; 2017) ; (Heppenstahl et al. 2012); 
(Cottineau et al. 2015) 11
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Agent-Based Models and their 
principles (1/2)

What is the principle of a model?
• Model: a facilitating mediator between 

different cognitive capacities

– Function: its specific kind of mediation

– Nature: what it is made of

– Principle: “the description of how its substantial nature (or certain 

properties of its nature) enables it to carry out its epistemic function.” From 

Models to Simulations, Varenne, 2018, p. 145.
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Agent-Based Models and their 
principles (2/2)

The 4 types of principles
Denotation, exemplification, analogy and information compression

“A model always refers in one way or another to its target system. Following (Goodman, 1968), we can
distinguish two main ways of referring: denotation (e.g.: a computer agent in the model denotes a social
agent in the world) and exemplification (e.g.: a model organism exemplifies the type of target patients; or an
instance of a computer agent in a theoretical model exemplifies a type of agent defined abstractly in the
theory).

But a model often combines both: it is thus often said to function as an analogy. Understood as a similarity
of properties, the analogy directly takes up the principle of exemplification. Whereas understood as similarity
(or identity) of relations between properties or between elements of the model and the target system, it
proceeds according to a combination of denotations and exemplifications. For example, the spatial
neighborhood on screen between two computer agents denoting each of the two social agents in real world
exemplifies in the model the spatial neighborhood between these social agents.

Finally, when the capacity of the model to directly denote or exemplify properties, elements or structures
internal to the target system is lost, it is sometimes possible to base the principle of the model on an indirect
engine of reproduction of the denotations and exemplifications of these properties, elements and structures:
it is then the principle of information compression that is implemented. For example, the moments or
parameters of a probability distribution or of a probability law compress the information from the target
system and model it in this sense.”

Source : Varenne, « Comparer les modèles à l’aide du vecteur caractéristique : fonction, nature,
principe et usage des modèles », Natures Sciences Sociétés, to appear, my translation.
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Goodman’s Denotational Hierarchy and numerical CSs

Figure 6 : Inserting Numerical Computer Simulations in

Goodman’s Denotational Hierarchy

(Source: Phan, Varenne, JASSS, 2010)



The Chain of Reference in a 

Numerical Computer Simulation

Figure 7- Chain of reference in a Numerical Computer Simulation (Varenne, 2013 : http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002 )

http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002


The Chain of Reference in a Rule-
Based Computer Simulation

Figure 8- Chain of Reference in a Rule-Based Computer Simulation (Varenne, 2013 : http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002 )

http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002


Numerical CS and Agent-Based CS with their 
denotational internal hierarchies

Figure 9 – Numerical CS and Agent-Based CS with their denotational hierarchies
adapted from (Phan & Varenne 2010) & (Varenne, 2013 : http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002 )

http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002


Cross-references of IDH to EDH (External Denotational 

Hierarchies) in an Object-Driven Computer Simulation

Figure 10 – Internal Denotational Hierarchies and their cross-references to External Denotational 

Hierarchies in an Object-Driven Computer Simulation (source : Varenne – 2013 : 

http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002 )

http://www.fmsh.fr/en/c/4002


PART II: CONSEQUENCES ON 
PARSIMONY
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The problem: ABMs and the decrease of 
models’ parsimony

• As a consequence, models of simulations in 
geosimulation are becoming less parsimonious both 
in terms of:
– 1) the diversity of their structures and 

– 2) the number of their free parameters

• Being more complex, such  models are difficult:
– 1) to calibrate via the search of an optimum (is a local 

optimum the best one?)

– 2) to explore in their complete behavior

– 3) to evaluate and compare with each other
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A novel strategy: model evaluation via 
Massively-Computer-Aided-Modeling-Processes 

(MaCAMP)

• To tackle this problem: the spreading strategy of 
MaCAMP, i.e. massive computations with billions of 
simulation runs to calibrate, estimate, etc.

• See for instance the team gathering computer 
scientists and geographers and working around the 
OpenMole platform (UPS CNRS / ISC PIF).

• Thanks to MaCAMP, the calibration of rather complex 
ABMs are less exposed to the risk of not being of real 
optimum (Schmitt et al., 2015) 28
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Environment and 
Planning B: 
Planning and 
Design, 2015, 
Volume: 42 issue: 2, 
page(s): 300-315
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Observation: the persistence of 
“parsimony” as a working epistemic value

• BUT: Even if the final model of a geosimulation
modelling process tends to be more complex than 
before, the parsimony of the model still is 
considered important

• When you read different papers in this domain, 
you see that “parsimony” still plays an important 
role, perhaps more important than ever, but 
different 33
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A seminal and 
inspiring 
article for this 
method
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My research question
regarding this problem

• What is the role of parsimony in
this context, especially for
complexified geosimulation models
grounded on multiple and
heterogeneous processes?
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Three claims

• 1. In the context of geosimulation via MaCAMP, the roles of
parsimony are diverse and changing, hence sometimes conflicting

• 2. These different roles of parsimony can be manifested:
– either at different key moments of the modelling process,
– or for different levels (scales) considered in the target system and in the

geosimulation,
– or regarding different epistemic functions (with their epistemic

assumptions) given to the geosimulation and to its inner mechanisms.

• 3. Nevertheless, one can discern a general trend:
– Today, in the case of geosimulation via MaCAMP, parsimony is less sought

for the direct and global understanding of the target system or the
model itself that it is for the interpretation of its mechanisms or for the
establishing of some partial explanation of the target system’s behavior
via these mechanisms
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Three claims

• 1. In the context of geosimulation via MaCAMP, the roles of
parsimony are diverse and changing, hence sometimes conflicting

• 2. These different roles of parsimony manifest themselves:
– either at different key moments of the modelling process,
– or for different levels (scales) considered in the target system and in the

geosimulation,
– or regarding different epistemic functions (with their epistemic

assumptions) of the geosimulation and of its inner mechanisms.

• 3. Nevertheless, one can discern two general trends:
– Parsimony is less sought for the direct and global understanding of the

target system or the model itself that it is for the interpretation of its
mechanisms or for the establishing of some partial explanation of the
target system’s behavior via these mechanisms.

– These explanations can be more complicated: they intertwine
heterogeneous mechanisms (geographical, economic, psychological,
sociological, etc.)
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Types of parsimony (1/2)

• Alan Baker’s distinction (SEP):

– Qualitative parsimony:

• 1) the qualitative properties of the (theoretical) model and

• 2) the number of the types of entities it introduces and 
refers to

– Quantitative parsimony:

• Regarding the number of individual entities which the 
theoretical model refers to
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Types of parsimony (2/2)
• I suggest some further distinctions in the case of formal models, i.e. 

logico-mathematical model:

– Structural parsimony: the number and the degree of combination 
of logical, arithmetical and algebraic operations
• E.g.:  F(x, y) = x . y + xy is more structurally parsimonious than

G(x, y) = x . y + xy + x . cos y 

– Parameters parsimony: regarding the number of parameters (cf.
Edmonds et al., 2019 : MNP, MNFP)
• E.g.: F(x) = b.x + c (with b and c as parameters) is more parsimonious in terms 

of parameters than G(x) = a.x2 + b.x + c (with “a” as another parameter)

– Quantitative parsimony: regarding the number of entities each 
type of symbol in the model has to refer to in the target system
• E.g.:

– a geosimulation model representing mathematical relationships between global 
variables at a macro-level is more parsimonious in this respect than a geosimulation
model representing individual interactions at the micro-level ;

– a deterministic model is more parsimonious than a stochastic one 
44
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Relevant types of parsimony in recent 
geosimulation models

• I suggest some further distinctions in the case of formal models, i.e. 
logico-mathematical model:
– Structural parsimony: the  number and degree of combinations of 

logical, arithmetical and algebraic operations
• E.g.:  F(x, y) = x . y + xy is more structurally parsimonious than G(x, y) = x . y 

+ x . cos y + xy

– Parameters parsimony: regarding the number of parameters (cf. 
Edmonds et al. 2019 : MNP, MNFP)
• E.g.: F(x) = b.x + c (with b and c as parameters) is more parsimonious in 

terms of parameters than G(x) = a.x2 + b.x + c (with a as another parameter)

– Quantitative parsimony: regarding the number of entities each 
type of symbol in the model has to refer to in the target system
• E.g.:

– a geosimulation model representing mathematical relationships between global 
variables at a macro-level is more parsimonious in this respect than a geosimulation
model representing individual interactions at the micro-level ;

– a deterministic model is more parsimonious than a stochastic one 
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Relevant types of parsimony in recent 
geosimulation models

– “Quantitative parsimony” has long ago been challenged by 
the first use of computers in formal modeling: logical depth

– But, because they first of all take into account the varying role 
of space as well as the heterogeneity of mechanisms of 
interaction between entities in space and time, ABMs newly 
are challenging both  “Structural parsimony” and “Parameters 
parsimony”
• See e.g. Cottineau et al. 2015 (p. 2): “Agent-based paradigm” permits

to take into account “a larger number of cities, functions and
interaction types”

• But these complex models are difficult to calibrate and evaluate

• In this context, structural and parameters parsimony is sought for again
49
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System and process under study
Corpus: Pumain (1997: “Une théorie évolutive des villes”) and its team (Sanders, 

Bretagnolle, Schmitt, Cottineau, Reuillon, Chapron, Rey-Coyrehourcq,…).

• 1) Target systems: “systems of cities” in different geographical and historical areas
– They exist as “stylized facts”, as “robust regular patterns of spatial and hierarchical organization” 

Cottineau et al. 2015 (p. 1). (= “approximate generalization” in System of Logic, by Mill)

• 2) Target process: “urbanization process”
– As patterns, systems of cities have a dynamic kind of existence (Pumain 1997), which means

• 1. they come to birth;

• 2. their global form persists as open systems can do, i.e. as self-organized systems far from – or not at any given – equilibrium , i.e. not as systems 
rejoining some prefixed well-defined equilibrium: be it economic, entropic, etc.

• 3. they persist not only because they are open systems (as in thermodynamics) but also because along the course of  times, they constantly give 
place to innovation processes: hence, geography is not reducible to a thermodynamics of society

• 3) Target aspects of the target system: its dynamics, hence some of its historical 
aspects
– Beware that, through that, researchers  working on the evolutionary theory of systems of cities by 

Pumain do not study the history of geographical objects for itself (for its historical singularity, Pumain
2017).

– But because its dynamic is supposed to be an intrinsic, essential and constant property of any system 
of cities. 52



The rank-size rule in the systems of cities

City size distributions in seven countries around 2010
Source: GeoDiverCity – UMR Géographie-cités-CNRS 53
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• 1) Target systems: “systems of cities” in different geographical and historical areas
– They exist as “stylized facts”, as “robust regular patterns of spatial and hierarchical organization” 

Cottineau et al. 2015 (p. 1). (= “approximate generalization” in System of Logic, by Mill)

• 2) Target process: “urbanization process”
– As patterns, systems of cities have a dynamic kind of existence (Pumain 1997), which means

• 1. they come to birth;

• 2. their global form persists as open systems can do, i.e. as self-organized systems far from – nor at any given – equilibrium , i.e. not as systems 
rejoining some prefixed well-defined equilibrium: be it economic, entropic, etc.

• 3. they persist not only because they are open systems (as in thermodynamics) but also because along the course of  times, they constantly give 
place to innovation processes: hence, geography is not reducible to a thermodynamics of society

• 3) Targeted aspects of the target process: its generic dynamics, hence some of its 
historical aspects only
– That is: researchers  working on the evolutionary theory of systems of cities by Pumain do not study 

the history of singular geographical objects for itself (Pumain 2017).

– It seems feasible because its dynamic is supposed to be an intrinsic, essential and constant property 
of any system of cities.
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Research hypotheses inferred from 
observations

• Inferred research hypotheses:
– 1. “Such patterns derive from a common set of basic interaction processes” 

(Cottineau, 2015, p. 1). See also (Bura et al. 1996), (Pumain, 1997, p. 123-124).
• Small set? Not said here.
• At least not many sets, but only one set relevant in many different contexts: so this set is 

hoped to be parsimonious to this very extent.
• These interactions processes would be theoretical, they would have the epistemic function a 

theoretical model can have (function #10): 1st in the sense that they would be relevant 
generically (“common”), i.e. for some general case; 2nd in the sense that they would be 
fundamental (“basic”)

• Let’s recall that (see e.g. Deutsch, “The Fabric of Reality”, 1997, Chapter I, following Popper):
– A theory is more general  than another when it permits to derive more observations and explanations than this one.
– It is more fundamental than a set of rival theories when it permits to derive more observations and explanations than 

any combination of these theories. 

– 2. “This means that generic hypotheses about interurban interaction should hold 
in every contexts and contribute to explaining the observed urbanization 
process” (Cottineau, 2015, p. 1)
• At this stage, the basic processes are said to rely on some theoretical hypotheses
• And the theoretical model gathering these processes is believed to permit the expression of 

meaningful (interpretable) causal processes that could serve as generic explanation of the 
urbanization process
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A central technique in the Clémentine Cottineau’PhD (L'évolution des villes dans l'espace 
post-soviétique : observation et modélisations, 2014) according to Juste Raimbault 

Source: Juste Raimbault’slides at the EpistéMod Seminar - IHPST – 2018, October, 9th

The MaCAMP strategy: Automatizing the confrontation 
between alternative  mechanisms of interaction
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Clémentine Cottineau : L'évolution des villes dans l'espace post-soviétique : 
observation et modélisations, 2014, https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-02137422, p. 324 58
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The necessity of what? And for what?
The “principle of parsimony principle” says “Don’t multiply 

entities beyond necessity”
But the necessity of what? And for what?

• This necessity is context dependent: as an epistemic value, it is 
closely related to the epistemic aim of our intellectual inquiry

• In our context (geosimulation + evolutionary theory of cities), 
this cannot be a necessity for having good prediction

• Parsimony is said to be a necessity - or is desirable - if one 
wants to have a better theory and/or a better explanation

• But, even said like this, we still don’t really know the reasons 
why parsimony is good for theory and explanation
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Three kinds of reasons

• 1. Ontological reasons: truth as orient

• 2. Epistemic reasons: meaning as orient

• 3. Epistemological reasons: warranty as orient
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Geosimulation via MaCAMP:
a case of “parsimony at work”

“This progressive process of model-building and evaluation may seem
time-consuming, but it shows very interesting results:

We first showed the trade-off between model complexity and the level of
requirements of its output. Macro-regularities have been reproduced via a
simple model of interurban exchanges (Model 1), although the micro-dynamics
generating them were not realistic.

By adding some knowledge in the evaluation function and thanks to an
extensive experiment campaign, we showed that Model 1 was unable to
produce realistic dynamics and macro regularities at the same time. The limit
of Model 1's expressivity has been reached. No satisfying behaviour was found
with such constraints.

By adding two mechanisms to Model 1, the range of Model 2's possible
behaviours were extended satisfactorily, as revealed by calibration (section 5).

Thus, the complexity increment between Model 1 and Model 2 is justified
both theoretically and experimentally.”

Cottineau, et al. “Growing Models from the Bottom Up. An Evaluation-Based Incremental Modelling Method
(EBIMM) Applied to the Simulation of Systems of Cities”, Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation
18 (4) 9, http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/18/4/9.html, DOI: 10.18564/jasss.2828
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The different roles of parsimony
in the texts 

• To ensure genericity

• To enable interpretation

• To enable explanation

• To improve understanding

• To ease model calibration and sensitivity analysis

• To ensure (i.e. to permit and justify) the strict
incremental nature of the model complexification
process
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• I. With respect to ontological reasons:
– To ensure genericity:

• The existence of “robust patterns” of urbanisation is believed to ensure that 
there is a “common set of basic interaction processes” (Cottineau et al., 2015, 
p.1)

• Here, the ontological principle of parsimony implicitly commands that:
– 1. the same effects necessarily - or most probably - have the same causes;
– 2. the same effects in very different contexts necessarily entail few causes (otherwise

nature would have used different causes to have the same effects, which seems false for
metaphysical reasons or, at least, improbable)

• From that consideration, we are entitled to assume the existence of “most
generic mechanisms”, or of a “generic core model”(Cottineau et al., 2015, p.3)

• (About “the generic” Vs. “the particular” (ibid.) )
– See Pumain, 1982, 1997: “le banal” (ordinary) Vs. “le non banal” (extraordinary). Particular

dynamics are caused by perturbations or exogeneous constraints on the generic system.
– Beware that, in this sense, a generic model of geosimulation also causes a singular dynamics,

but not an extra-ordinary one. It reproduces a singular but a typical urbanization process
dynamics.

– “A geographical object can be interpreted as a particular realization among a universe of
possible realizations of a general process. Through simplifying and modelling, we loose the
notions of unicity and non-reproducibility which are attached to historical objects but we take
into account the irreversibility of their particular trajectory” (Pumain, 1997, p. 120, my
translation).
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• II.A. With respect to anthropo-epistemic reasons:
– To enable interpretation:

• Cottineau et al., 2015, claim that, even with good calibrations, 
“meaning” remains necessary:
– The model should have a “theoretical meaning” (ibid., p. 16)

– It must avoid “unrealistic behaviour” or “non realistic micro-dynamics”
(ibid., p. 15)

» Elements and activities of mechanisms in the model must have
meaning in some social science: geography, economy, sociology, …

– An epistemic principle of parsimony operates in that search for realism
because it refuses to increase the number of possible behaviours of
humans or other geographical agents. It a priori rejects the possibility of
novel, unknown or uninterpretable behaviours.

» Nevertheless, see the work by Chérel et al. (2015) on the
epistemological relevance to explore the unexpected behaviors of
models, which, despite lacking meaning for us can lead us to new
observations, hence to new referents
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• II.A. With respect to anthropo-epistemic reasons:
– To enable interpretation:

• Cottineau et al., 2015, claim that, even with good calibrations, 
“meaning” remains necessary:
– The model should have a “theoretical meaning” (ibid., p. 16)

– It must avoid “unrealistic behaviour” or “non realistic micro-dynamics”
(ibid., p. 15)

» Elements and activities of mechanisms in the model must have
meaning in some social science: geography, economy, sociology, …

– An epistemic principle of parsimony operates in that search for realism
because it prevents the number of possible behaviours of humans or
other geographical agents from increasing. It a priori rejects the
possibility of novel, unknown or uninterpretable behaviours.

» Nevertheless, see the work by Chérel et al. (2015) on the
epistemological relevance to explore the unexpected behaviors of
models, which, despite lacking meaning for us can lead us to new
observations, hence to new referents
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The conflict of parsimonies
an important remark as interlude

• As we can understand now, the variety of reasons or
levels of application of parsimony in the practice of
spatial complex modelling inevitably leads to conflict
of parsimonies

- E.g., the need for meaningful behaviours (i.e. for
a parsimonious set of different types of interpretable
behaviours) leads to temperate the search for
structural or parameters parsimony of the model

- Hence, a trade-off between “parsimony for
interpretability” and “parsimony for any other
reason” may arise. 73
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• II.A. With respect to anthropo-epistemic reasons (and 

to derived ontological ones):
– To enable explanation:

• In the context of geosimulation dedicated to the reproduction of
the dynamics of systems of cities, the most important epistemic aim
is “explanation”

• Yet, there cannot be explanation without interpretation first
because elements and activities of mechanisms in the explaining
model must have meaning, first

• But an explanation is not only said to be meaningful but also true,
i.e. to have referents in reality. Therefore, a derived ontological
principle of parameters (not quantitative) parsimony also is often
invoked in the search of explaining models

• Hence, in their recommendation to be parsimonious, the search for
a model of explanation often add derived ontological reasons to
anthropo-epistemic ones (mediated with the “principle of
intelligibility”) 75
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• II.A. With respect to anthropo-epistemic reasons
– To improve understanding:

• …of the target system via the understanding of the model

– Before the turn of computer-aided and “complex modelling of
complex systems”, the “anthropo-epistemic principle of
parsimony” was directly applied to the formulation of the
whole model of simulation (Varenne, 2009)

– In the context of geosimulation with MaCAMP, for instance,
authors never declare that they are searching for a directly
understandable formulation of the model: this direct kind of
application of parsimony to the formulation of the model
seems to be no more in use 80
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• II.B. With respect to technico-epistemic reasons
– To enable or ease model calibration and sensitivity analysis 

(hence to improve indirect understanding of the model)
• (Cottineau et al., p. 3)

• The indirect understanding of the model (and sometimes also of the
target system itself) is fostered via the understanding of its main, global
and humanly memorizable behaviours

• Method: through graphics and comparative indicators due to MaCAMP,
and through an ex post stylization and mental representation of the logic
of these behaviours as revealed by MaCAMP

• As we have seen, for this epistemic aim, even when using MaCAMP, a
certain degree of structural and paremeters parsimony remains necessary
for complex model (i.e. having complex formulation): trade-off

• Note that these “technico-epistemic” justifications of parsimony for the
geosimulation are invoked in that they ultimately permit the coining of
some intermediary understandable models of this model that, in their
turn, comply with the “anthropo-epistemic reasons” of parsimony. 83
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and humanly memorizable behaviours

• Method: through graphics and comparative indicators due to MaCAMP,
and through an ex post stylization and mental representation of the logic
of these behaviours as revealed by MaCAMP

• As we have seen, for this epistemic aim, even when using MaCAMP, a
certain degree of structural and paremeters parsimony remains necessary
for complex model (i.e. having complex formulation): trade-off

• Note that these “technico-epistemic” justifications of parsimony for the
geosimulation are invoked in that they ultimately permit the coining of
some intermediary understandable models of this model that, in their
turn, comply with the “anthropo-epistemic reasons” of parsimony. 86
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• III. With respect to epistemological reasons

– To ensure (i.e. to permit and justify) the strict
incremental nature of the model complexification
process (1)

• (Cottineau, 2015), p. 16: “to justify areas of complexification
of a model that we tried to keep as parsimonious as
possible”; we automate the way “we reveal the need for new
mechanisms”

• Thanks to large scale computing and automatisation
(MaCAMP)
– Objectivity of the evaluation is at stake

– But, what’s more: exhaustivity also is at stake, with the possibility to
explore all the parameters spaces (Schmitt et al. 2015)
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The changing roles of parsimony
with respect to what justifies it

• III. With respect to epistemological reasons
– To ensure (i.e. to permit and justify) the strict incremental

nature of the model complexification process (2)
• (Pumain, 2017), p. 6: “to warrant the necessity of the solution”.

Pumain and her colleagues put the emphasis on the important fact
that this automated incremental method shows that sufficient
models of the urbanisation process can be shown necessary.

• This clearly can be considered as a kind of “abductive method”
(Cottineau, p. 16) guided by the “principle of the inference to the
best explanation”

• But note that the “incremental method” is more precise as it is
grounded on the “principle of explanatory sufficiency”,
– With a main hypothesis = we can’t miss any alternative

– And with implicit correlated metaphysical or epistemic hypotheses
regarding the set of alternative models
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Conclusions
• Thanks to OOP and with the help of ABMs, social science can build and test 

complex multi-mechanisms models of social phenomena
• Facing this complex models, it could seem even more appropriate to object 

against their underdetermination and against the risk of their useless overfitting
• To temper this critics, I have presented:

1. First: an epistemological view on computational models that can help 
formulate  the mutual relationships and entanglements of the symbols 
of these diverse models of mechanisms at stake along with their 
diverse modes and their diverse routes of reference 

2. Second:  a novel and  integrated strategy of building both explanative 
and theoretical models in geosimulation. I have shown that this 
strategy still invokes parsimony but in a more complex and newly 
integrated manner

• In short, this strategy relies on:
– 1. MaCAMP (Massively Computer-Aided Modeling Process): to ensure a non sub-

optimal calibration of free parameters at each step
– 2. EBIMM (Evaluation-Based Incremental Modelling Method): to ensure not only the 

sufficiency but also the necessity of the mechanism introduced, hence also the 
minimality and the genericity of the complex model, hence its credibility (through 
abduction (Elsenbroich, 2012)
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Epistemological “take home” message

• With MaCAMP, not only models become more
complicated and intricate but also the
epistemology accompanying them

• I tried to show that this complexification of
epistemology and of the use of parsimony can
be clarified and understood through an
epistemology relying on a multi-hierarchical and
referentialist analysis of symbols at stake in
models.
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THANK YOU!
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